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Abstract. This paper discusses the use of semantic technologies to increase quality, machine-processability, format translatability and crossquerying of complex tabular datasets. Our interest is to enable longitudinal studies of social processes in the past, and we use the historical Dutch
censuses as case-study. Census data is notoriously difficult to compare,
aggregate and query in a uniform fashion. We describe an approach to
achieve this, discussing results, trade-offs and open problems.
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Introduction

Census data have great value in the historical study of society. In the Netherlands, the Dutch historical censuses (1795-1971) are among the most frequently
consulted statistic sources of the Central Bureau of Statistics [1]. During the
period they cover, it is the only regular statistical population study performed
by the Dutch government, and the only not strongly distorted historical dataset
on population characteristics. Various efforts have been taken to make these
data digitally available. Digitized images aside, the original censuses have been
manually entered into 507 Excel workbooks and 2,288 tables.
The dataset is very difficult to use in its current form. The tables are not well
self-described, and researchers must spend hours of manual analysis. The variety
of variables in the dataset, on the one hand, and concept drift [3] through time
(i.e. changes in the meaning of concepts, e.g. shoemakers evolved from leather
workers to company owners), on the other hand, make automated, longitudinal
analyses impracticable. We discuss issues, implementations and open problems
on format transformations, quality checking and dataset interlinking.
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Longitudinal Linked Census Data

Our approach is based on the Linked Data paradigm. We apply a set of standard
vocabularies to make census data queryable and inter-linkable with other hubs
of historical socio-economic and demographic data.
We translate the dataset to RDF with a supervised XLS/CSV to RDF converter, TabLinker4 . TabLinker produces an RDF named graph per census table
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https://github.com/Data2Semantics/TabLinker

expressed using the Data Cube Vocabulary [2]. This is a semi-automatic process:
first experts need to mark manually the tables, and then TabLinker produces
the T/A-Box according to table styles and data. Secondly, the census dataset
contains 33,283 annotations attached to original values with data corrections,
descriptions and interpretations that we translate to RDF using the Open Annotation Data Model. Query responses are provided in multiple formats (tabular,
tree-structured, graph-structured, relational) as requested on demand by users.
However, the straightforward conversion of census tables into RDF does not
solve cross querying across multiple tables per se. A valid longitudinal query
would be, e.g., get the evolution on the number of shoemakers in Amsterdam
from 1795 to 1971. But what counts as a shoemaker varies in meaning and labeling in different tables. Solving these queries requires additional, more abstract
knowledge on these variations. We propose a two-fold approach to integrate this
knowledge. First, as a top-down strategy, we transform existing taxonomies like
the Historical International Standard Classification of Occupations (HISCO) into
RDF/SKOS, and map disparate census table values with similar meaning into
this general scheme. Second, as a bottom-up approach, we consider the specific
local T-Boxes created by TabLinker for each table and we gradually generalize
them. We do this by ways of mapping (e.g. using Silk), and manually creating
upper ontologies with more abstract entities. Our evaluation relies on replicating
results of previous socio-historical work on the census [1].
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Conclusion

In this paper we present an overview of our efforts to improve quality, machineprocessability, format translatability and cross-querying of complex historical
tabular datasets. We advocate a supervised conversion tool to translate these
datasets into RDF. We illustrate an hybrid top-down/bottom-up approach to
build multi-layered ontologies, allowing us to query data longitudinally.
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